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Abstract—A planar epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) tunnel structure
implemented on substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology
is used to evaluate the complex dielectric permittivity of various
materials. Design, optimization, and fabrication of the ENZ tunnel
structure are explained. Simulations and measurements on var-
ious dielectric samples using the cavity perturbation technique of
the proposed structure are presented. Measured values of the per-
mittivity are in good agreement with standard values. Sensitivity
analyses are performed on the ENZ structure and the conventional
SIW cavity techniques. The proposed structure has very high sen-
sitivity, which yields more accurate results when compared to
other techniques, such as perturbation of conventional cavities.

Index Terms—Cavity perturbation methods, epsilon-near-zero
(ENZ), permittivity measurements, substrate integrated wave-
guide (SIW).

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROWAVE engineering needs precise knowledge on
electromagnetic properties of materials at microwave

frequencies for various applications. Several methods for
the evaluation of permittivity and permeability of materials
at microwave frequencies are available. These methods are
mainly based on waveguides and include reflection-transmis-
sion methods [1]–[3] and resonance techniques [4]. Microwave
resonant cavities are often used for dielectric measurements
due to their unique characteristics of high quality factor
and good sensitivity [5]–[7]. However, compact devices are
required for small measurement systems [8]. Bernard et al.
performed dielectric permittivity measurements of materials
by means of a microstrip ring resonator [6]. Nevertheless,
microstrip structures suffer of low factors in the range of
50–100 [5], [9].

With the development of substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) technology, it is possible to design cavities in planar
form [7]. Moreover, this technique provides low profile, low
cost, and ease of fabrication of the structures. Lobato et al.
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performed the detailed analysis on the cavity perturbation
technique of SIW cavity resonator for dielectric measurements
[10]. A SIW cavity resonator is used to measure the dielectric
properties of binary mixtures [7]. Recently, epsilon-near-zero
(ENZ) metamaterial technology has received much attention
because of its potential advantage in miniaturization and en-
hanced sensitivity, as energy can be tunneled through a narrow
waveguide. This phenomenon has led to several potential appli-
cations [11]–[13]. In particular, this technology can be applied
to the measurement of complex permittivity of the materials.
Alu and Engheta [11] performed theoretical study of ENZ tun-
nels for the evaluation of complex permittivity of the materials.
However, the proposed theory is not validated experimentally.
In [14], the dielectric constant measurements using the ENZ
tunnels are performed with SIW technology [15]; however, no
analysis of the dielectric loss part is presented.

In this paper, a novel ENZ tunneling circuit using SIW
technology is proposed to evaluate the real and imaginary parts
of the dielectric permittivity of materials. Moreover, this device
offers higher sensitivity when compared with conventional res-
onant techniques due to the high -field concentration through
the narrow tunnel [11]. This paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the design procedure, simulation results,
and fabrication of the ENZ tunnel using SIW technology; a
sensitivity analysis on tunnel structures is also performed.
Section III presents the measurements and characterization
of various dielectric samples using the proposed structure
and cavity perturbation technique. Section IV presents the
sensitivity characteristics of the ENZ tunnel structure and
comparison by using resonant techniques.

II. DESIGN OF ENZ STRUCTURE WITH SIW TECHNOLOGY

A. Design of the ENZ Structure

The ENZ tunneling effect can be obtained inside a rectangular
waveguide channel of narrow height that operates near the cutoff
frequency of its dominant mode. The cutoff frequency

of a rectangular waveguide in its dominant mode
is obtained by

(1)

where is the speed of light in a vacuum, is the width of the
waveguide, and is the relative real permittivity of the material
filling the waveguide.

The tunneling effect can be realized by using waveguide tech-
nology. This is possible due to a dispersive behavior of the effec-
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Fig. 1. Layout of an ENZ structure [11].

tive permittivity in a waveguide operated at the mode
(1) [11]

(2)

where is the refractive index of the substrate material, is the
frequency in operation, and is the waveguide width.

From (2), it is observed that at the cutoff frequency ,
and the propagation constant is zero , which

leads to an infinite phase velocity [11]–[13]. This results in a
uniform and strong electric -field along the channel [11]–[13].

Fig. 1 shows the layout of a narrow ENZ channel of height
and length , connected by two rectangular waveguides of

height and width . The three waveguide sections are
filled with the same dielectric material with relative real per-
mittivity . If , a strong -field concentration is
observed through the tunnel at the cutoff frequency due to en-
ergy squeezing. If an abrupt height difference exists between
the feeding waveguides and the tunnel, perfect transmission ap-
pears at tunnel cutoff since . This super coupling phe-
nomenon associated with the effectively infinite phase velocity
of the wave propagation in an ENZ material has some distinct
features different from conventional resonance: it is fundamen-
tally independent on the length of the tunnel and its overall ge-
ometry. The electromagnetic wave inside the tunnel does not
really propagate in an ENZ medium, but rather tunnels through
it with an effectively infinite phase velocity. The transmission
properties of the channel are simply determined by its input and
output ports. The frequency that tunnels through the channel is
called tunneling frequency . This phenomenon can be used
for sensing small dielectric variations produced by the insertion
of small samples inside the narrow waveguide [11].

In this paper, an ENZ structure at 5.4 GHz is designed using
SIW technology [15]. The substrate chosen for the design of the
ENZ tunnel structure is RT/Duroid 5880 with permittivity of 2.2
and loss tangent of 0.0009 [18]. The proposed SIW ENZ struc-
ture consists of a cavity-tunnel-cavity configuration with dimen-
sions of the tunnel mm, mm, and width and
length of the cavities of 32 and 10 mm, respectively [14]. SIW
cavities are coupled by microstrip transmission lines, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The characteristic impedance of the input/output
microstrip is 50 . They ensure a complete energy transmis-
sion along the whole structure by assigning their SIW
dominant mode cutoff frequency below the tunneling frequency.
Simulations are performed to realize the SIW ENZ tunnel struc-
ture using an electromagnetic wave simulator based on the fi-
nite-element method [19]. The dimensions of the tunnel struc-
ture shown in Fig. 2(a) are mm, mm,

mm, mm, mm, mm,

Fig. 2. (a) Proposed SIW ENZ structure. (b) ���-field distribution in the ENZ
structure.

mm, mm, mm, mm, and
mm. The simulated tunneling frequency is GHz.

Fig. 2(b) shows the simulated -field distribution [19] along the
complete structure at the tunneling frequency. It is observed that
a strong and constant -field enhancement is generated through
the narrow tunnel along its -axis.

B. Tunnel Sensitivity

In order to characterize the permittivity of the samples, a
highly sensitive ENZ channel is used. An -field enhancement
caused by energy squeezing and tunneling in the narrow channel
ensures the high sensitivity to small permittivity variations of
the samples. The dielectric properties of the sample materials
are related to variations in the frequency response of the de-
vice. In this paper, dielectric samples of 2.4-mm diameter and
0.5-mm height are placed at the center of the ENZ channel,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). Samples of different complex permit-
tivity values are chosen for the analysis. Fig. 3 presents the
tunnel frequency response with the insertion of different di-
electric samples ( and ). It is important to note
that the tunneling frequency of the ENZ structure shifts towards
higher frequencies (upwards) when the dielectric constant of
the sample is less than the dielectric constant of the medium
filling the tunnel. The tunneling frequency shifts towards the
lower frequencies (downwards) when the dielectric constant of
the sample is higher than the dielectric constant of the medium
filling the tunnel. This happens due to decrease or increase in
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Fig. 3. Variation in tunneling frequency �� � for different sample dielectric
constants.

Fig. 4. Shift in tunneling frequency versus sample permittivity coefficient for
three different tunnel lengths.

the effective dielectric constant of the tunnel when perturbation
of the structure is realized with a sample having dielectric con-
stants different than that of the ENZ medium.

As the tunneling frequency is independent on the length of
the ENZ channel due to its quasi-static behavior [11]–[13], a de-
tailed analysis on sensitivity of the ENZ structure is performed
by varying the length of the tunnel , and keeping the sample
dimensions constant. Simulations are performed for three dif-
ferent tunnel lengths (3, 7, and 11 mm) for various dielectric
samples by keeping width and height of the tunnel as 20 and
0.5 mm, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the shift in the sim-
ulated tunneling frequency with the real permittivity of several
samples for three different tunnel lengths. The reference value

is the tunneling frequency of the structure before perturba-
tion with the sample.

From Fig. 4, it is observed that a shift of 660 MHz is obtained
for the sample dielectric permittivity of 22 with the tunnel of
length mm. A tunnel with mm presents a vari-
ation of 410 MHz for the sample dielectric permittivity of 22,
while a tunnel of mm produces a shift of 325 MHz for
the same sample permittivity. It is evident that a shorter tunnel
length produces higher sensitivity. This can be explained from
the cavity perturbation technique (3), (5).

The complex dielectric permittivity values are obtained using
cavity perturbation formulae for the SIW resonator expres-
sions. The derivation of the cavity perturbation formulas for
the SIW cavity resonators is explained in detail elsewhere [10].
The cavity perturbation expressions for the evaluation of the
complex dielectric permittivity are given as follows:

(3)

and

(4)

where and are the real and imaginary permittivities of the
sample, respectively, is the substrate relative permittivity, and

is related to the substrate loss tangent as ;
and are the tunneling frequencies before and after the small
perturbation, respectively. and are the quality factors of
the tunnel before and after perturbation with the sample. and

correspond to volume of the tunnel and volume of the sample,
respectively. and are related to the structure configuration,
mode of operation of the structure, and shape and position of
the sample inside the tunnel. As it is difficult to obtain and

analytically, these parameters are obtained experimentally by
using standard samples of known dielectric properties [3], [7],
[10]. By rearranging (3) into (5) as follows, it becomes evident
that for shorter tunnels (smaller ), there are larger variations
in :

(5)

C. Fabrication of the SIW ENZ Structure

To demonstrate the sample dielectric sensing, the ENZ SIW
structure is fabricated using a conventional printed circuit board
(PCB) milling machine. The proposed structure is implemented
on a 3.175-mm-thick RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with relative
dielectric constant 2.2 and dielectric loss tangent 0.0009 [18].
The height of the ENZ channel is mm. The length of
the channel is chosen as mm since it offers the highest
sensitivity. All the layers were properly metallized. The dimen-
sions of the optimized tunnel structure, shown in Fig. 5, are

mm, mm, mm, mm,
mm, mm, mm, mm,

mm, mm, and mm. A photograph
of the fabricated ENZ tunneling structure is shown in Fig. 5.
A 2.4-mm-diameter hole at the center of the ENZ channel is
chosen for placing the sample. All the samples are shaped as
2.4-mm-diameter rods to completely fill the hole. The interac-
tion between microwaves and the sample occurs mainly inside
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Fig. 5. Photograph of the fabricated ENZ tunnel structure.

Fig. 6. Simulated and experimental frequency responses of the proposed tunnel
structure.

the volume of the tunnel so the height of each sample can be
larger than that of the tunnel for mechanical holding.

Measurements are performed using an Agilent PNA-series
vector network analyzer (E8361A). Fig. 6 shows the simulated
and measured transmission coefficients of the proposed struc-
ture. Due to the symmetry of the circuit, calculation of the un-
loaded factor from measurements can be deter-
mined by using

(6)

where is the loaded factor of the structure and is
the insertion loss magnitude at the tunneling frequency

(7)

where is the insertion loss value in decibels.
The simulated and measured tunnel frequencies and un-

loaded factors of the proposed structure are 5.359 and
5.5018 GHz and 397 and 155.15, respectively. Results demon-
strate that the fabricated structure has a shift in the desired
frequency around 142 MHz. Discrepancy in the factors
are mainly due to manufacturing errors and the additional
connector losses. Simulated and measured insertion losses at

are 1.5 and 2.75 dB, respectively. The difference between
simulation and measurement results may be caused by the
manufacturing and material tolerances to some degree.

TABLE I
DIELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STANDARD SAMPLES

AND CALIBRATION CONSTANTS

III. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

The samples used in this study are standard materials: Teflon
[16], RT/Duroid 5880 [18], Acrylic, Nylon, Rogers RO4003
[18], wood, quartz [17], Rogers RT/Duroid 6010.2LM [18], and
RT/Duroid 6010.8LM [18]. The fabricated ENZ tunnel structure
is connected to the ports of the PNA-series microwave vector
network analyzer. A hole has been manufactured at the center
of the tunnel where the maximum electric -field occurs. The
samples are inserted into the ENZ structure and the shift in
the tunneling frequency and quality factor are an-
alyzed from -parameters of the network analyzer. The mea-
surements were repeated four times and the data was averaged.
Sample dielectric constant and dielectric loss values are ob-
tained from the shift in the tunnel frequency and change in the

factor, respectively, using the cavity perturbation technique
[10].

Standard samples of known permittivity characteristics
(Teflon [16], Rogers RO4003 [18], and Rogers RT/Duroid
6010.2LM [18]) are used to evaluate the calibration constants

and , which are obtained from the shift in the tunneling fre-
quency and the change in the factor of the tunnel structure
for each sample. The dielectric characteristics of the Rogers
substrates are obtained at 5.5 GHz from the datasheets [18].
Table I shows the average values of the tunneling frequencies,

factors, dielectric constants, and calibration constant for
each of the standard samples.

The small differences of and parameters in Table I for
each of the standard materials are due to manufacturing toler-
ances of the prepared samples. For the material characterization,
the average of and calibration values (11.96 and 0.77, re-
spectively) are used in the perturbation technique. Fig. 7 shows
the measured tunneling frequency versus real permittivity of the
measured samples. Table II compares the experimental and liter-
ature [18] values of the samples. It is clearly observed that good
agreement between reported and measured data is obtained. The
error in the measured values of in comparison with the stan-
dard materials using the ENZ structure is within 3%. The mea-
sured error for the different samples falls within 13% of the
literature values. The higher discrepancies between the litera-
ture and measured values are mainly due to the addition of
connector losses in the calculations.

IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analyses for the ENZ tunnel structure and SIW
cavity resonator are performed. Fig. 8 shows the layout of the
ENZ tunnel structure and SIW resonant cavity. A detailed ex-
planation of the SIW cavity resonator chosen for analysis is
mentioned elsewhere [10]. A SIW cavity resonating at
5 GHz is designed using an RT/Duroid 5880 substrate (

, , and thickness mm [18]) based
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Fig. 7. Measured tunneling frequency versus dielectric constant of standard
materials, and CPT characterization.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN REPORTED AND MEASURED VALUES

OF SAMPLE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS

Fig. 8. Schematics of the ENZ SIW structure and SIW cavity resonator.

on the SIW design criteria [10], [15]. The dimensions of the
cavity are mm and mm. The walls of the SIW
cavity are completely metallized. Probe coupling is chosen for
the excitation of the cavity.

Full-wave simulations [19] are carried out with different di-
electric permittivity values using these ENZ tunnel structure and
the SIW cavity resonator. Samples of different dielectric per-
mittivity values, ranging from – , have been chosen for
characterization.

Fig. 9 shows the shift in the tunneling frequency and reso-
nant frequency versus sample dielectric permittivities with ENZ

Fig. 9. Shift in tunneling frequency versus sample permittivity for the ENZ
structure and SIW cavity resonator.

tunnel and SIW cavity resonator, respectively. It is clear that the
shift in resonant/tunneling frequency increases with the increase
in the dielectric constant of material for both structures. It can
be observed from Fig. 9 that a change in the sample dielectric
permittivity of 0.5 generates a shift of 6.3 MHz in the resonant
frequency for the SIW cavity resonator, whereas for the ENZ
tunnel structure, the shift in the tunneling frequency is about
17 MHz.

The sensitivity [with fractional change in the
resonant/tunneling frequency ] of the SIW
cavity resonator obtained from simulations is 0.2%, while the
sensitivity for the ENZ tunnel structure is of 0.7%. It is evident
that the ENZ tunnel yields better sensitivity when compared
to SIW cavity resonators. This enhanced sensitivity is due to
the dramatic field concentration caused by energy squeezing in
ultra narrow waveguide channels with near-zero effective per-
mittivity. This high sensitivity will help to sense small permit-
tivity variations of the materials.

V. CONCLUSION

A compact high-sensitivity SIW ENZ structure has been pre-
sented for the evaluation of complex dielectric permittivity of
materials. Simulations and measurements are performed on var-
ious dielectric samples using cavity perturbation technique for
the proposed structure. The evaluated values of complex per-
mittivity are in good agreement with the theoretical values. Er-
rors in the measured values of the dielectric constant and dielec-
tric loss are within 3% and 13%, respectively. Moreover, sensi-
tivity analyses have been performed on the SIW ENZ structure
and conventional SIW cavities. The proposed structure presents
higher sensitivity and compact size when compared to conven-
tional SIW cavities.
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